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WELFARE REFORM COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

3rd Meeting, 2013 (Session 4) 
 

Tuesday 5 February 2013 
 
The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in Committee Room 3. 
 
1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether 

to take item 3 in private. 
 
2. Your Say: The Committee will take evidence from— 
 

Marlene Hepburn; 
 
Lesley McMurchie; 
 
Ian Megahy. 
 

3. Welfare Reform (Further Provision) (Scotland) Act 2012 Regulations: The 
Committee will consider its approach to consideration of Regulations arising 
from the Welfare Reform (Further Provision) (Scotland) Act 2012.  
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Welfare Reform Committee 
 

3rd Meeting, 2013 (Session 4), Tuesday, 5 February 2013 
 

Your Say Testimony 
 
1. Attached to this note are the written submissions provided by the Your Say 
respondents who will provide evidence to the Committee. 

2. The witnesses are— 

 Marlene Hepburn 
 Lesley McMurchie 
 Ian Megahy. 

 
3. The witnesses will read their submissions into the record and then be available 
to answer questions. Given the personal nature of the evidence we have suggested 
that they answer questions at their discretion. 

Clerk to the Committee 
January 2013 
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WRITTEN SUBMISSION FROM MARLENE HEPBURN 
 
My name is Marlene Hepburn. I have Multiple Sclerosis and have recently been 
reassessed for the new benefit replacing Incapacity Benefit. I was retired from my 
job as Senior Teacher on grounds of ill health 5 years ago. My experience of the new 
work capability assessment was dreadful. The first appointment was cancelled at the 
moment I turned up for the appointment. A second appointment was arranged 
adding to my already heightened stress level. I found the actual assessment very 
stressful and was devastated to be told that as a result of the assessment I no longer 
qualified for the new benefit-I would be moved onto Job Seekers Allowance. I have a 
copy of the assessor's report which in my mind place huge emphasis on how well I 
looked and how well turned out I was. I look well because I self-manage my 
condition well with the help of medication-injections of Interferon 3 times weekly. I 
also try to lead a healthy life style being pro-active in my approach to this disease. 
My fear at this precise moment in time is that this whole experience will trigger a 
relapse. The emotional stress has been enormous and has had a detrimental impact 
on my health I am in the process of requesting a reconsideration/appeal further 
adding to my worries. Financial worries were added today with a letter from the DWP 
confirming cessation of my Incapacity benefit. I appreciate the benefits system needs 
to be reformed but not to the detriment of genuine claimants. 

 
FURTHER WRITTEN SUBMISSION RECEIVED FROM MARLENE HEPBURN 

 
Following my communication with regard to my experience with Atos I thought I 
would update you on the latest turn of events. On Saturday I received a response 
to a submission on my behalf for a reconsideration of the decision - a 71 page 
response which said there was no new evidence to overturn that decision and I could 
now go to appeal. That was Saturday and since then my level of anxiety has reached 
an almost unbearable level. I had just had my regular check-up with my MS 
Specialist Nurse on the Friday and she had advised me to keep my stress levels 
down as it is a well-established fact stress has a damaging impact on MS. I am trying 
to control the stress but I have now reached my limit and I do feel extremely 
vulnerable and anxious as to what my MS will do now. Welfare reform is a good idea 
in principle but when it has such a negative impact on the vulnerable then somebody 
needs to listen and action needs to be taken to protect people like me. I worked as a 
teacher for many years and was retired through ill health - MS is incurable - there is 
no miracle cure. My latest "sick line" from my GP sent to the DWP just days before 
this latest bombshell was for a year - his opinion apparently counts for nothing. I 
would appreciate a speedy response to this account of the impact the reform is 
having. 
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WRITTEN SUBMISSION FROM LESLEY MCMURCHIE 
 
My husband was retired from work five years ago having been employed as a social 
worker since 1973. He was never off sick until he was retired due to permanent 
incapacity following a mental breakdown due to workload and family problems. He 
also has some physical problems; asthma, arthritis in his knee, spine and neck as 
well as high blood pressure and swelling in his ankles.  He has limited rotation in his 
wrist and swelling in his fingers as well as pain in his wrist following a fall in the 
garden when he lost concentration and fell over a garden pot.  Mentally he is very 
fragile; he is virtually reclusive only going out accompanied by me.  He is socially 
withdrawn too; when family visits he removes himself from the scene and goes 
upstairs to his study.  He find organising himself very difficult and I prompt him 
regularly when I am at home.  He loses items regularly and I often find that he is 
looking at them but does not see them, things like his glasses and letters. He 
regularly drops his medication and I often find pills on the floor and when I ask him if 
he has taken the correct dose he is unable to tell me. When I am not around as I 
work 5 days he sits in his dressing gown, unwashed and undertakes no tasks around 
the house. 
 
He was able to claim Incapacity benefit and has had his health reviewed by DWP 
annually since first claiming incapacity benefit. Each time he scored sufficient points; 
that is until he was assessed in June 2012 for ESA. 
 
He had undergone three re-assessments prior to the June assessment.  The first two 
were carried out by a DWP doctor.  These two assessments were conducted in an 
atmosphere where my husband was able to discuss his illnesses and how they 
affected him without sticking rigidly to a set question and answer framework. The 
doctor clarified my husband’s answers before recording them and was sensitive to 
my husband which I felt helped a great deal as he gets confused and loses 
concentration during longer discussions. He clearly was experienced in handling 
patients with mental health problems. These two assessments fully recorded my 
husband’s medical conditions and when we sent for a copy we agreed fully with the 
assessment.  The assessment before June 2012 was carried out by filling in a form 
and he received notification that he had scored sufficient points and did not need to 
attend a medical. 
 
His health over the last year has deteriorated and he is presently waiting to see a 
psychiatrist but he has been told the waiting list will mean he may have to wait 
another 12 weeks minimum, from this fact alone his mental health alone has 
deteriorated since his last fit for work assessment.  He has also broken his wrist last 
summer and has a metal plate fitted and now has limited mobility using his hand due 
to swelling and pain.  He cannot tie his shoe laces and button shirts due to his wrist 
pain and swelling in his fingers.   
 
On the day of the assessment he had to take additional medication (8mg diazepam)  
before he was able to leave the house, take some before entering the medical (4mg) 
as we had to wait for over an hour as there had been a mix up in the booking (which 
was commented as a positive in the final report!) and had additional medication 
(4mg) on arriving home. There was no opportunity to reveal this at the medical as 
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the structure did not allow for deviations from set questions. Indeed when he said 
that he was having a bad day this was recorded but not explored or discussed. 
 
The assessment itself was conducted in a manner geared to clients with physical 
disabilities with only 5 minutes out of the 60 minutes being devoted to his mental 
health. None of his answers were recorded accurately; the report was a cut and 
paste job of small parts of answers which were geared to showing him as having no 
difficulties i.e. when he was asked if he walked to a local shop he answered that he 
had only attempted this twice in the past 3 months and has found the ordeal 
harrowing. This was recorded as able to walk to the local shop. There was no follow 
up questioning of why he found this harrowing which could have illuminated his 
mental health problems. I also felt that by this time we had been there for nearly an 
hour (nearly two and a half including the wait) and my husband was struggling 
mentally to cope but was putting a brave face on it and was desperate to get out of 
the room. I also felt the nurse needed us away as she had other appointments.  She 
also made a comment about my husband’s skin tone saying he has a good tan, 
which I took to mean she thought he spent his time out of doors enjoying the 
sunshine.  Last June was a particularly wet month and my husband’s highly florid 
skin tone is a result of steroid medication he takes for asthma.  I was hurt by this 
thoughtless comment but did not respond as my husband was clearly feeling the 
pressure of the assessment and would not have coped if I had questioned the nurse 
about this. 
 
Needless to say when we received the result he was fit for work...it was as expected 
as it was obvious from the medical examination and the subtle negative feelings 
projected by the nurse! 
 
We went to citizen's advice for advice re an appeal and were advised to see our GP 
and get a sick note and appeal the decision. We subsequently visited our GP who 
refused to give my husband a sick note as he said if he has been assessed as fit for 
work by ATOS then he must be. After a lengthy discussion he gave my husband a 
sick note with fit for part-time work only on it. 
 
We took this to the DWP and were told there were no facilities for this..you were 
either fit for work or not! He was told he had all his contributions paid so there was 
no point in claiming ESA as he had a pension. Furthermore they would not help him 
find part time work as they were too busy finding work for others who needed full 
time employment who were claiming ESA. 
 
This is supposed to be an improvement in the Benefits System...words fail me!
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WRITTEN SUBMISSION FROM IAN MEGAHY 
 
I am a veterinary surgeon who has been unable to work for the last 9 years. I 
received Incapacity Benefit at the higher rate for 8 years. My difficulties started when 
I was sent for an ATOS assessment. I suffer from Fibromyalgia and several allergic 
illnesses. I travelled into central Glasgow by bus and train and then had an hours 
wait for my appointment. By the time I was seen I was suffering severe pain and 
discomfort. My memory is not totally reliable due to my state, but I think the 
interviewer offered on three or four occasions to stop the process due to my obvious 
distress. I stated that I would be just the same at any subsequent interview, so I 
would rather proceed and reduce the overall amount of pain that I would suffer. 
Towards the end of the session she stated that she would not conduct the physical 
examination as this would cause me even more distress. She then enquired how I 
was to return home. When I stated that I would have to use the train and bus, she 
very kindly organised for a taxi to take me to my door due to the serious suffering 
that I was experiencing. 
 
Given all these facts, I was totally incredulous to be told by a telephone conversation 
from a DWP employee that ATOS had assigned a score of ZERO! This caused me 
enormous distress as it effectively labelled me as untruthful and completely 
impugned my honour. When I informed the person from the DWP of the 
circumstances of the interview outlined above, he just repeated over and over again 
“So you say” as if I had invented the whole matter. I asked him to seek proof from 
ATOS as to the veracity of my statement given his scepticism. My incredulity was 
further increased when I was informed verbally that my written submission had been 
assessed and the DWP had allocated a score of 66! 
 
During the conversation I was eventually informed that they would reassess my 
application if I could organise written statements from medical practitioners. Reports 
were arranged from my Occupational Therapist, Consultant Physician and my GP. 
All this information was just enough for a DWP employee to award the minimum 15 
points for me to qualify for the Work Related ESA. However this only lasts for 1 year 
and then stops. I find living a major difficulty and work would be an impossibility. 
Given this, I had to appeal the decision and will have to attend a tribunal in order to 
receive the Support Group status.  The attendant stress that this process has caused 
over the last 11 months has caused a real worsening of my condition. I have suffered 
multiple infections due to stress reduced immunity and I have been placed on 
antidepressants.  
 
Whilst waiting for the appeal I was phoned by an employee DWP, to be told that he 
would not have even placed me on the work related group, essentially implying that 
my appeal was useless. The following day, after a prolonged wait, I collapsed in the 
doctor’s waiting room and required a 999 ambulance call out. The diagnosis was a 
severe flare up of my condition caused by “stress”. I believe that the call from the 
DWP was a major contributing factor. 
 
My condition continued to deteriorate in that I have begun to use a wheelchair. 
 
After waiting seven months for the appeal and only 2 weeks after the last call from 
the DWP, I received another call from the same operator to say that he had received 
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a letter from my consultant psychiatrist and had phoned her personally. As a result of 
this phone call he was placing me on the Support Group, ESA! And that I would not 
be bothered until December 2014, but even then I would only require to resubmit the 
psychiatrists report and the Support Group status would be renewed! 
 
The following week I received a letter indicating that I had to attend another ATOS 
assessment! As you may imagine I was stunned and extremely upset. I contacted 
the DWP to be told that this was an error and they confirmed that I was indeed on 
the Support Group. I have subsequently received another letter indicating that I was 
on the Work Related Group and I again had to check that this was another mistake. 
 
When asked how I spend my time, I reply that actively trying to maintain my sanity 
accounts for the majority of my limited reserves of energy.  
 
I have tried to present the facts that are hopefully relevant to your inquiry, without 
being too descriptive of the physical and emotional state that I suffer. Even 
composing this short letter has caused stress, which has the consequence of 
worsening my condition. 
 
I will do my best to help with any additional information that you may require. 
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